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Abstract: Contemporary design thinking is often described as a designerly approach to
dealing with wicked problems – problems that are too complex and deemed
impossible to fix, but that can be tamed and solved with proper design methods.
Wickedness is a fundamental justification for designing things as a leap of faith or even
as a kind of magic. This practice-based design research questions this justification while
also opening up new understandings of wickedness. By creating a Forum Theatre
session with characters inspired by the musical Wicked as allegories for different
design agents/subjects in an online event, the authors engaged design spectators in
critical thinking of their own roles and practices from a broader social and political
perspective. We conclude that wickedness is not necessarily a nasty quality of design
problems and solutions but a relational quality that can be explored by anti-oppressive
approaches to design thinking and design doing.
Keywords: design thinking; wicked problems; wickedness, Theatre of the Oppressed.

1. Introduction
Design thinking and transdisciplinarity approaches to design have built their moral grounds
based on the quality of wickedness, mainly associated with design problems (Brown et al.,
2010; Rittel and Weber, 1973; Buchanan, 1992). This quality is used as a metaphor between
a particular type of design problem and a particular type of story characters: the anti-hero
who becomes a villain due to its inherent or acquired wickedness. Without fully
understanding the problem’s wickedness, designers following these approaches rush to save
users and stakeholders by taking a wickedness-reduction tool from their utility belt and
finding an ethical solution. Despite frequently trying to act as heroes (Spinuzzi, 2003)
designers rarely scrutinise their role in making history and the history of that role.
Previous design research has tried to raise consciousness of this role through
interdisciplinarity engagements with Theatre. Penin and Tonkinwise (2009), for example,
states that designers should engage with theatrical techniques to centre the political
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complexities around the design of services. Research in textiles design have previously
explored the embodied experience of selecting materials by drawing from dance rehearsal
techniques and Brazilian contemporary performance practices to argue for more relational
ways to think and do design (Petreca, 2017; Petreca et.al., 2019). Similarly, the fields of HCI
and interaction design have been exploring theatre as a means to realise the ethical and
historical dimension of design projects (Gonzatto and Van Amstel, 2017; Van Amstel and
Gonzatto, 2022).
In this article, we explore design wickedness by using Forum Theatre as a medium to enact
oppression and anti-oppression in design (Carey, 2020). Forum Theatre is a technique
developed by Augusto Boal (2000) to make structural oppression visible through acting while
rehearsing liberation from oppression. We describe and analyse a play that deals with the
political debate around period poverty and what a designer can do about it. Although the
play focuses on the designer and how the field operates in relation to wicked problems, it
also brings up information about this situation as well as how patriarchal structures feed
taboos about menstruation.
The play was staged at an online conference by the authors, a group of non-actors designers
complicators who wanted to explore the idea of wickedness in design in the Attending [to]
Futures conference hosted by KISD, Germany, in 2021. We drew inspiration from another
stage play, the musical Wicked (2003), a prequel to the events in the famous story of The
Wizard of Oz (Baum, 1900). We combined methods and knowledge from theatre, design,
and social movements. While transgressing disciplines, we discuss design practices and the
power of Oz as analog to the power of the contemporary innovative, complexity-bearer,
entrepreneur design thinker.
Breaking with the traditional perspectives of design as problem-solution (Chivukula and
Gray, 2020) or design as reflective practice (Schön, 1987), we developed a transdisciplinary
critical practice on design wickedness, reframing it as a relational quality (Cipolla & Manzini,
2012). Methodologically, our research project involves practice-based design research
(Vaughan et al., 2017) in theatre laboratories, improvisation rehearsals, literature discussion,
designing theatre props, designing a public controversy, and reflective writing. The article
contributes to the scholarly discussions on decolonizing the design body (Angelon & Van
Amstel, 2021; Schultz et al., 2018) and relational design (Almeida et al. 2019; Blauvelt, 2008).
We expect to come to terms with design wickedness by the end of this paper, or perhaps, to
stimulate further repercussions.

2. Wickedness in design
In design research, a wicked problem refers to problems so complex and ill-defined that they
are deemed impossible to solve. The term was coined by Horst Rittel at a conference and
later published as a paper in 1973 (Rittel & Webber, 1973). According to them, wicked
problems have no definitive formula, no stopping rule, no immediate solutions, and farreaching consequences. This type of problem was defined in opposition to what Rittel and
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Webber called tame problems -- problems that can be systematically tamed through
established objective inquiry and decision making. The choice of the term wicked is related
to the malignant, vicious, tricky, or aggressive properties these problems may possess.
According to Buchanan (1992), the concept of wicked problems was so well accepted by the
design community because it formed a “connection between their remarkably diverse and
seemingly incommensurate applications of design”. Designers working in seemingly
unrelated areas and tackling different issues found a point of reference of applicability of
their skill set within the concept of wicked problem and that meant they could form a
common way of wrapping their heads around them, the design thinking (Brown, 2009).
The concept has since gained more traction, particularly associated with collaborative and
participatory design approaches like Multidisciplinary Design (Bailey et al., 2018),
Transdisciplinary Design (Eggink et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2010;), and Transition Design
(Irwin, 2015). These approaches questioned the business appropriation of the concept of
design thinking approach that claims to tame or manage wicked problems to come up with
good enough technical solutions (Igoe, 2021; Kimbell,2011; Rosner, 2018). According to
Rittel and Weber (1973), any solution to a wicked problem should not be judged based on
technical criteria but primarily on ethics. In this way, they laid the foundation for ethical
solutions that are as wicked as the problems that motivated them in the first place. By
washing their hands and delegating ethical choice to stakeholders, designers avoided coming
to terms with their own wickedness.
To come to term with wickedness in design, we advise seeing how this concept evolved and
revolved in contemporary culture. As part of the culture, design research also reproduces
tropes that are dealt with differently in other fields, including colonialist tropes (Angelon and
Van Amstel, 2021; Schultz et al., 2018). Seeing how wickedness has been dealt with by
fantastic literature and theatre might refresh the current way design research frames this
aspect of human reality.

3. Wickedness in popular culture
Wickedness has been a recurrent theme in twentieth-century literature, mainly as a way of
describing and imagining the historical position of women in society (Federici, 2004). Since
the Middle Ages, women who did not follow the expected patriarchal behavioural norm
were accused of witchcraft and burned. The archetype of the witch was then associated with
wickedness but also with magicness and feminist resistance.
In the dialectical opposite, popular culture also developed the archetype of the male wizard
or sorcerer that evoked an image of divination, the one who knows all, omnipresent, and allpowerful. Male wizards use magic as much as female witches but they are usually not
considered wicked, as they only use magic for (their) good. They are figures of power and
mystery, often disappearing in the middle of the story to return even more powerful after
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meditating alone or undergoing a ritual. Witches are considered to be less powerful than
wizards and they cannot improve or develop to the same level.
In contemporary popular culture, the Wicked Witch of the West is one of the most wellknown evil female characters. She is the ultimate embodiment of the stereotypical evil
witch: resentful, ugly, dressed all in black, and flying on a broomstick. Appearing first in
Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900), she is a dangerous witch who becomes
the nemesis of the young Dorothy, who, with the help of Glinda, defeats the witch at the
end. In the film adaptation produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Dorothy is surprised that
Glinda could be so beautiful (played by Mary Burke, a blonde woman), as she thought that
witches were always ugly like the Wicked Witch of the West (played by Margaret Hamilton, a
brunette woman with green-painted skin). From her internalised oppression, Glinda tells
Dorothy that “only the bad witches are ugly”.
The background stories of these characters were revealed in the Broadway musical Wicked
(2003), created by Stephen Schwartz and Winnie Holzman based on the novel of the same
name by Gregory Maguire (Figure 1). The musical tells the story of the young green-skinned
Elphaba and how she later became to be known as the Wicked Witch of the West. The plot is
told from the perspective of the popular Glinda, who, while initially bullying Elphaba,
befriends her, but their political differences bring them to different paths. In the story, their
professor faces oppression for being a goat and is fired after he mentions a conspiracy to
stop Animals - humanoid animal creatures – from speaking. Elphaba expresses solidarity and
hopes to gain favour with the Wizard of Oz in order to end animal oppression.

Figure 1. Wicked closing scene. Cornstalker, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons.

When meeting the Wizard, Elphaba is tricked into giving wings to caged monkeys he intends
to use as spies. Elphaba flees after realising the Wizard possesses no actual magic powers
but is using others in order to fuel anti-Animal sentiment. The Wizard proclaims Elphaba as a
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Wicked Witch of the West and takes Glinda under his wing. Although Glinda appears to
sympathise with Elphaba and understand the problems caused by the Wizard, she’s
complicit in his rule and takes up a position in his government as the Good Witch of the
North. Considering our decolonial reading of these works, it is worth pointing out that
goodness is related to the North and wickedness with the West, which can be attributed to
the geographical orientations of a US writer of the nineteenth century.
As can be seen in this summary of two major works in popular culture, wickedness has been
mostly dealt with as a character quality. The character is either wicked or not, however, the
story did not make that clear until the very end. Holding the ambiguity of the true nature of
the character has been an important attention herding technique but also an ethical
foundation for relatively open-ended narratives.

4. Wickedness in theatre
The ethical aspect of wickedness can be historically traced back to Greek tragedies. Brazilian
playwright Augusto Boal identified in Greek tragedies a pattern of purging the wickedness of
a villain to release the social tensions that the character embodied (Boal, 2000). Instead of
being judged by human justice, the villain was typically punished by a divine deed or bad
luck. After this catharsis, which released the social tension in the theatre arena, the
audience could go back to their lives with firm faith in destiny and divine justice. Boal drew
from Aristotle (2006) the concept of hamartia, a tragic fault that brings a character to their
downfall until the end of the play.
Boal qualified this operation as conservative and affirmative of the status quo. In his search
for an authentic Brazilian way of doing theatre and, later on, a theatre that represents the
reality of the disenfranchised people, he and his collaborators developed Theatre of the
Oppressed, an arsenal of subversive techniques to fight oppression with the whole body
(Boal, 2000; 2005a). Instead of purging the oppressors’ wickedness, these methods exposed
the social contradictions behind the character’s tragic fault so that the play would
investigate ways of changing the social context that produce such faults. Furthermore, by
not presenting a happy or fair ending, Theatre of the Oppressed stimulates the participants
to take concrete and sustained social action beyond joining the play, for example, by
advocating for new public policies that protect the oppressed (Boal, 2005b).
The oppressors remain wicked until the end of the play but the oppressed, the protagonist
of the story, could also experiment with reacting to oppression in a way that could be
considered wicked according to current moral grounds. Boal (2006) explains that Theater of
the Oppressed should not strive for keeping up with morality, as in many cases in human
history, what was considered to be moral or even legal was and still is anti-ethical, such as
slavery. Hence reacting to the oppressor in a wicked way is not considered to be a quality of
a character but a quality of a social relation. Wickedness in Theatre of the Oppressed is a
manifestation of the oppressive relations between characters.
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5. The remote forum theatre method
Theatre of the Oppressed has many methods, Forum Theatre being the most widely
applicable (Boal, 2005a). Theatre Forum takes the form of a conventional play, then
becomes a tool or a stage that centres the oppressed as the protagonist of their own lived
experiences. The enacted lived experiences are the starting point for debate and critical
reflection of a concrete reality. It provides a forum to test and rehearse actions and
responses to oppressive situations with the intention that the performance is embodied and
can flourish other behaviours outside of the stage.
In Theatre of the Oppressed, the jokers are people who stimulate debate between the
performed acts, bringing up issues proposed by the play and provoking the audience to
engage in the performance. The role of the joker is quite complex because they are
responsible for mediating the stage and the audience, questioning and provoking debate,
reflections, and participation. The joker should not expose the forum's conclusions, but
question the audience and provoke reflections, problematizing what was seen, proposed,
and done by the participants.
The role of the joker is nothing like a design thinking facilitator (Mosely et al, 2018).
According to Boal (2005b) the joker does not facilitate the discussion on oppression, as this
would benefit the oppressors. The joker complicates the discussion by problematizing the
situations depicted and asking tough questions to other participants, especially during the
theatre laboratories that promote the collaborative creation process. Furthermore, the joker
also plays a humble role backstage, being responsible for the manual labour, preparation
tasks, and even administrative work involved with the play. In fact, jokers are wildcard roles
that should be played ideally by everyone in a Theater of the Oppressed group.
After defining the theme of the play in the laboratory, the situations to be staged are
discussed. They express one or more oppressive relations that can generate reflection and
debate. In the Theatre of the Oppressed, one cannot represent a situation of oppression
that is alien to the group that is performing it, as it is necessary that the situation of
oppression put on stage be something that was or is experienced by the subjects that are
interpreting it (Boal, 2005a).
Defining the oppressive situations also shapes the characters that need to be developed. It is
important that the characters are developed to their full complexity, to avoid dualisms such
as "good-bad", "right-wrong". The idea is that the oppressive situation can be understood
within a deep relationship between the characters so that the participants can see a process
of overcoming the oppression placed on the scene without falling into relational traps that
point to easy or obvious ways out.
Once the central theme and the oppressive situations have been defined, the actors, already
incorporated into their characters, establish improvised dialogues that give origin to the
semi-structured script. The construction of the characters takes place in improvised
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rehearsals, where all the participants can suggest or give their opinion about a certain scene,
establishing agreements about important points for the narrative construction of the play.
Although the proposal of audience participation in the theatrical act is a primordial
characteristic of Forum Theatre, without which it would cease to exist, the mere
participation of the audience on stage does not contemplate the principles of humanization
and liberation desired by Augusto Boal (2006; 2013). What differentiates Forum Theatre
from other interactive theatre techniques is precisely its political goal of human and social
emancipation. By stimulating the spectator's effective intervention, Forum Theatre seeks to
provoke reflections about the forms of social oppression presented and the revision of the
possibilities of modifying reality. In this way, the Theatre Forum invites the spectator to
become a spect-actor that is conscious of its role in cultural production (Boal, 2000).
Forum Theatre does not require elaborate costumes, props, or theatre houses. With roots in
popular street theatre, the approach stimulates appropriating any available clothes, objects,
and spaces to produce an aesthetic space (Boal, 2013). On one hand, this aesthetic space
should not differentiate itself too much from the surrounding reality so that people can
recognize the everyday oppression that appears in the play. On the other hand, this
aesthetic space should indeed differentiate slightly from every day so that spect-actors can
perceive that reality can be reimagined and transformed through theatre.
In the context of the COVID-19 breakout in Brazil and its corresponding pale political
backlash, the Design & Oppression network was formed through an artful integration of
remote conferencing, instant messaging groups, and collaborative writing systems (Van
Amstel et al, 2021). Among its several political-artistic activities, the Design & Oppression
network held several Forum Theaters in online conferences using conferencing systems,
dealing with topics ranging from platform labour to design thinking’s role in cultural
invasion. The network had to adapt Forum Theater method pretty much like other
practitioners who wanted to avoid the agglomeration of people in physical spaces (Roberts
et al., 2021). Webcam-based conferencing systems do not allow the same level of embodied
interaction that face-to-face interaction allows, yet, it allows for interactions that are not
possible in person such as parallel text chat.
After staging several Forum Theatre sessions with the Design & Oppression network, the
authors developed a Remote Forum Theatre method, which consists of: 1) Creating the
aesthetic space using all of the available digital and analog costumes, props, and spaces 2)
Improvising and rehearsing the play using conferencing systems while taking rough notes in
collaborative writing software; 3) Staging the play using conferencing systems with
simultaneous text chat interaction and video recording; 4) Opening the play for discussion
and spect-actor intervention either through chat or through joining the conference; 5)
Spreading the video recording in social networks and inviting for further comments.
We believe that this adapted method can fulfil its educational potential to the extent that it
guarantees the aesthetic vigour of the experience, even if it takes place online. In line with
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the original method, the richer the aesthetic experience, the more the subject will make
sense of and understand the relations of oppression performed (Boal, 2006).

6. A remote forum theatre on design thinking wickedness
In the Wicked Problems, Wicked Designs (2021) play, the rehearsals sessions led the authors
to draw ideas from the musical Wicked to construct allegories of characters that represent
design agents involved in tackling a specific wicked problem. The wicked problem we chose
to explore was period poverty, aligned with the Brazilian context where President Jair
Bolsonaro had issued a veto of a bill to distribute free sanitary pads and tampons to people
in disadvantaged situations such as homelessness, incarceration, and extreme poverty in
October 2021, therefore we decided on the topic of period poverty as a narrative about a
wicked design problem to explore in the play.
By aiming to break the barriers between stage and the spect-actors, and between
oppressors and oppressed, the Forum Theater dialogically integrates those who,
conventionally speak and perform (the actors) and those who listen and watch (the
spectators). The piece was divided into three acts, between each act, the actors did the role
of the jokers by stimulating conversations about the presented oppressions with the
spectators. In this online experience, the participation of the spect-actors in the play can
occur from comments in the chat and also directly appearing on screen.

6.1 The aesthetic space
To create our aesthetic space in the Attending [to] Futures conference, we used Streamyard
for broadcasting simultaneously to Hopin, the conference official system, and the Design e
Opressão networks’ Youtube channel to create the backspace and the front space, as shown
on the scheme (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The aesthetic space of the online Forum Theatre play, featuring the several systems and
roles involved.
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In each of our machines, we had SnapCamera remix our webcam videos in real-time and add
augmented reality costumes. We used these costumes to construct the characters and to
convey different emotions caused by the oppression in the narrative (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Augmented reality costumes used by the protagonist to express her emotions.

The video props were short video files played on the streaming platform as a transition,
working like a curtain that opens and closes on a theatre stage between acts. The main video
prop had the act number and the imagery of the event, accompanied by a laughing witch.
The logo was produced using an online logo generator, a creative commons illustration, and
free graphic design software (Figure 4).

Figure 4. A frame from the opening of act 1 video prop.
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Other props involved a filter to create a background simulation of a television newspaper
program, in this same shot, the scream was shared with a filter that multiplied the actress to
create the notion of a crowd, along with that, to simulate a manifestation, she used physical
sanitary pads to symbolise the subject (Figure 5). Other tools we used were graphic
facilitation doodles to create presentation slides, an improvised doll to play the role of Doris’
child, along with sounds of her cry.

Figure 5. A physical sanitary pad becomes a prop for a protest on period poverty.

6.2 The characters
We have constructed three main characters and one supporting character. The story was
shown from the perspective of the main character Doris, a Brazilian female designer who is a
single mother. She is based on a combination of the naive girl Dorothy and the Good Witch
of the South Glinda, a well-intentioned character who brushes off her internal ethical
conflicts in favor of self-gain and her own career goals.
In the plot, Doris seeks investment from Tom White, a foreign investor who has set up a
startup accelerator program aimed at supporting women to tackle the wicked problems of
society. He is based on the Wizard of Oz, a self-proclaimed all-powerful, knowledgeable, and
influential figure. He is just an ordinary man, who, in a patriarchal society has had greater
access to social power regardless of his skill set and rises as an industry leader and design
thinking guru (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The design guru presents his graphic facilitation doodle to explain what Design Thinking is
to a young designer.

The third main character is Doris’ friend Helena, a feminist activist connected to different
social movements that raise awareness for period poverty. In the story, Helena is involved in
organising one of seven large fictitious demonstrations that protest against the policies of
the Brazilian government. She is loosely based on Elphaba as she’s assumed a wicked
position by her commitment to social justice and disposition to break social norms.
There were many diversions for the plot we constructed in relation to the Wicked musical,
the main one being that Helena and Tom White never really meet and she’s not directly
called out as wicked for being involved with the demonstrations. What remains implicit in
the story is that she’s an embodiment of the wickedness that operates outside of the realms
of design. The fourth and supporting character is a news anchor named Crystal, who reports
on the demonstrations on TV. She does not interact directly with any of the other characters
but provides background information for understanding the basic premises of the second
act.

6.3 The Plot
In the first act, Doris enters a virtual room and prepares for her first meeting with Tom
White. At this moment Doris is anxious but also excited about this opportunity and firmly
believes that she’s earned this opportunity. She has a very feminine and visually pleasing
presentation, what she calls “visual poetry” (Figure 7), which includes images of the work
with flowers of Russian artist Maria Luneva, also known as Supinatra, and paints by the
Chinese-American painter Fong Min Liao, though the context of the artist’s work is not
mentioned, she only added the images because she believed in to reframe the aesthetics of
the theme of menstruation.
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Figure 7. Visual poetry presented as a resignification of period poverty

Her initial positive feeling about the meeting is quickly dissolved as during her conversation
with Tom White she is constantly interrupted. He makes several sexist and xenophobic
remarks and uses doodles to mansplain several concepts to her, including design thinking
and machine learning, but also mansplaining itself (!). The conversation is ultimately
interrupted as Doris' baby starts to cry, which immediately puts off Tom White, who is
shocked to find that Doris is a single mother and doubts her capacity to work on the project.
She is very embarrassed by the situation and apologises to Tom White, who then suggests
that they resume the call at another time.
After the call, Doris calls her friend Helena for support. Her friend, who is actively listening
(action emphasised by the use of a filter that gives the character big ears), questions Tom
White’s conduct. Although Doris is clearly defeated (highlighted by the use of a wounded
face filter), she tries to make sense of the situation by siding with Tom White, saying that she
understands his attitude (Figure 8). Like many women in a male-dominated society, Doris
aligns herself with men, replicating patriarchal values as a response to their struggle to be
valued and successful.
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Figure 8. Call between Doris and Helena to vent about the discrimination from Tom White

Helena tells Doris she’s part of a group organising a demonstration to call for an end to
period poverty. She describes the experiences of people facing period poverty, and how the
bill worsens their situation, and insists they have to act now. Helena mentions that they are
already looking to promote the production of reusable pads to help unemployed garment
workers. If Doris joins them, she will be able to connect with other activists who are directly
involved in that project as well as those who are themselves impacted by period poverty,
suggesting that she could learn from them and together think about how she could better
support their cause.
Doris listens to her friend but replies that she doesn’t have time to join them as she needs to
focus on her slides and make changes to the methodology for her follow-up meeting. Her
internal rationale is that the only way she could or would help those communities were by
gaining access to the acceleration program and she is not interested in joining a project
started by feminist groups. She sees no reasonable alternative other than participating in a
system that benefits those which oppresses her own, here presented in the figure of Tom
White.
Act two presents news anchor Crystal, reporting on the demonstration and showing live
images of the act. The author who portrays Helena used a filter that multiplied her image to
produce the effect of a crowd. At home, Doris watches the news and is first horrified by the
images but then she sees how successful the demonstration was, and notices some pictures
are going viral. She thinks how that engagement could benefit her project and that it will add
a level of concreteness that Tom White will appreciate so she decides to add pictures from
the demonstration to her slides.
The second meeting starts well and Tom White likes that she frames period poverty as a
wicked problem as suggested by him. The mood changes when Doris shows images of the
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demonstration. Tom White interrupts her and is outraged by these images, saying there can
be no political links to his program. He states that design isn’t political and she shouldn’t
have brought it up as this is no way of taming a wicked problem. The call ends abruptly
leaving Doris in despair (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Characters wear augmented reality masks to exaggerate their emotional expression. Text
prompts the audience to join the debate.

Again, Doris calls her friend Helena and tells her how everything went down. Helena feels
sorry for her friend but the moment Doris brings up the fact that she used an image from the
demonstration in her slides Helena shifts her position. Doris also tells Helena that she
mentioned the project of reusable pads production she was promoting with impoverished
women. Helena asks Doris why she appropriated images from the movement when she first
chose not to join them, implying that only afterward did she realise she could benefit from
it. Doris acts defensively saying they are just images and that she can use everything that
inspires her for her project. Helena continues to contest her friend, saying that she had no
right to bring her up or the project she is building to Tom White and essentially selling a
grassroots movement as a product pitch. Trust has been broken between the two friends
and the play ends with Helena hanging up on Doris, who is left alone and trying to make
sense of what went wrong. The play does not end by punishing Tom White or even Doris for
their hamartia because its intention is to stimulate the public to think and demand social
justice for themselves.
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6.4 The public engagement
The performance was live-streamed at the conference to spect-actors comprised of other
researchers and practitioners in the design field who were in attendance as well as to an
open YouTube channel1. Attending [to] Futures was a restricted access event that used the
Hopin platform, we invited the attendees to also participate on the stage by joining the live
streaming conference room on Streamyard. Despite this possibility, the participation took
place only through the event's chat room.

Figure 10. The theatre session is streamed to the conference system, which provides a chat for
audience interaction.

We have several hypotheses as to why stage participation didn’t occur during the
performance. The first is that the performance happened within a closed live streaming
platform that was not opened to the public. This happened for technical reasons, in order
for the main performers to manage the stage. Later, we opened the stage to conference
participants. For security reasons, it was not possible to share the live streaming link openly.
While we did make the link available to conference attendees, adding yet another platform
creates a technical barrier for participation for those who are not so digitally comfortable or
familiar with such tools. Other reasons include the performance being recorded and livestreamed in the context of a professional academic conference, which can make the space
Full play is available on Design & Oppression Network YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbAfjbg0Nyk&t=3614s

1
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uncomfortable for some to show their faces and express their opinions amongst peers; and
the potential lack of familiarity of spect-actors with the format and the mechanics of Forum
Theatre as there was limited time to make an introduction to its methods and history.
At the conference where we held the performance, most of the spect-actors were outraged
by Tom White’s behaviour, many commented in the chat how real the character felt and
really wanted Doris to react instead of remaining silent to the absurdity she was
experiencing. This shifts when we introduce Doris’ friend Helena, which adds a level of
complexity to the character. Spect-actors who had previously sided and identified with Doris
started to question her behaviour, but not effusively, which may mean that the complexity
of the character has promoted a reflection that does not point to simplistic solutions.

7. Conclusion: Redefining wickedness as a relational quality
In contemporary design thinking, the quality of wickedness is usually associated with evil
(Chivukula and Gray, 2020) constructed by the patriarchal culture (Federici, 2014). While a
wicked problem is deemed to have no ill-intention of its own, there is a dispute for power
around design wickedness. In the Broadway musical, Elphaba was called wicked as a warning
as she had power and the potential to wield it. Calling Elphaba wicked was a way of
undermining her powers and preventing any change that she could promote in Oz. In the
same way, we can think of wicked problems as a powerful and potential force that is denied,
excluded, and tamed to prevent structural change in society, such as the end of sexism.
Instead of becoming part of this change, designers following the design thinking approach
invoke magical design methods (Kolko, 2011). It is not a coincidence that one of these
methods is named after the Wizard of Oz (Kelley, 1984); it is a cultural trope. Similar to the
failed wizard, the designer thinks he is an all-powerful being, capable of addressing any
problem in the world with his magic. This patriarchal and paternalistic attitude intensifies
anthropocentrism, capitalism, colonialism, sexism, and whiteness – that is, the universal
humans positioned at the centres of power. Hence, these normative projects strive to tame
wickedness because they can shake its power structures, unsettle the relationships, and
decentralise what is centralised.
In a similar line, we argue that solution-driven design methodologies that aim at taming
wicked problems only reproduce the systems that created these problems in the first place.
Methods are usually exported and imported out of context, detached from the realities of
those who inhabit the problem. The Forum Theatre play challenged the methodological
universality of the design thinking approach and the ethics parameters we all need to face as
designers. It opens up paths for more design investigations within a transdisciplinary
approach that draws from performance arts to explore other ways to do participatory design
research beyond the current canon.
By highlighting the political potentiality of the process of design as a means to collective
freedom (Van Amstel and Gonzatto, 2016) and responsibility (Eggink et al., 2020), this
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research suggests that designers must deal with wickedness as a relational quality (Cipolla
and Manzini, 2012; Almeida et al., 2019) that is not necessarily a bad one. Wickedness is a
byproduct of design relations, which includes dealing with contradictions (Van Amstel, 2015)
and taking a political stand (Carey, 2020). Coming to terms with design wickedness means
seeing ourselves as designers who are as much as contradictory, as much as humans, like
other people.
More than just overcoming the duality of problems and solutions and their potential bias
towards evil (Chivukula and Gray, 2020), we must focus on their social construction. Simply
framing something as a problem can carry biases and ideological perspectives. In the context
of discussing period poverty, one tends to frame periods as problems that need solutions.
Solutions are not straightforward and they can also be wicked. A spell (design) cast cannot
be undone. In the same way, past and current oppression cannot be undone (solution), yet
they may afford reparations.
We argue that the transdisciplinary and transgressive qualities of wickedness carry the
potential for other kinds of design thinking, developed from epistemologies of the South
(Gutierrez Borrero, 2015). When designing this Forum Theater play, we were influenced by
feminist epistemologies (Serpa, 2021) as much as decolonial monstruosities (Angelon & Van
Amstel, 2021), visions that are synthesized in the encounter of the feminist witch and in the
proletarian Caliban (Federici, 2004). The character Doris in our play incarnated
contradictorily both archetypes as she changed her augmented reality costume to display
different emotions. That kind of wickedness defies what is expected from Latin American
women, who are supposed to stay within their identity bounds.
The choreographer Erin Manning, in her book The Minor Gesture (2016) similarly
conceptualises a minor gesture as a force that generates potential variations of an
experience. She describes it as a force that courses through its structure and challenges the
pervasiveness of normativity. It is a generative, insurgent, and relational force. This connects
with what psychoanalyst Suely Rolnik refers to as vital force (2018). According to Rolnik, the
current colonial-capitalistic system captures and suppresses vital forces. The result of this is
that creative power is diverted to design ways of maintaining and growing the accumulation
of capital.
The relational quality of wickedness comes as a response to these oppressive normative
forces in design (Van Amstel et al., 2021; Carey, 2020), where wickedness is reclaimed and
affirmed positively by the oppressed (Angelon & Van Amstel, 2021). This positive affirmation
is explicit in the protagonist's constant shift of augmented reality costumes that made her
look like a shape-shifter design monster (Vieira de Oliveira & Martins, 2019). In
foregrounding wickedness as a creative force and Forum Theater as a method for collective
experimentation and inquiry, we seek to provide new trajectories for design in which
relational practices are expanded (Almeida et al. 2019; Blauvelt, 2008).
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The dialogical proposal of the Forum Theatre highlighted the political nature of design work.
We evaluate that the approach may be demanding to those who are getting acquainted with
this kind of practice, but we believe that it is possible that more people feel comfortable
participating in these transdisciplinary and transgressive design experiments in other events
and courses. This is a formative process for both the spect-actor or perhaps, the u-signers
(combination of user with a designer) who watches, opines, intervenes, evaluates a subject's
action, and tries out other ways of reacting to oppression.
The Forum Theatre technique can be used to address other design thinking qualities,
recreated by its participants in an expanded way, without the imposition of a single or
"correct" staging style. One should not, however, lose sight of the political horizon of
liberation, which is at the core of Theatre of the Oppressed.
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